PACIFIC JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS
RESTRICTIONS OF BANACH FUNCTION SPACES DONALD R. CHALICE Let X be a compact Hausdorfs space. Let C(X) be the space of continuous complex-valued functions on X and A be a function algebra on X, that is a uniformly closed separating subalgebra of C(X) containing the constants. If F is a closed subset of X we say that A interpolates on F if A\F= C(F). By a positive measure μ we shall always mean a positive regular bounded Borel measure on X. Let F be a measurable subset of X. We say a subspace S of L where 1 5Ξ p < oo, and let H°°(μ) = H\μ) Π L°°(μ) One question we are concerned with here is whether interpolation of the algebra is sufficient to imply interpolation of its associated iJp-spaces. We therefore begin by obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions for a closed subspace of L p (μ) to have closed restriction in L P (F). These condition are analogous to some obtained by Glicksberg for function algebras. Using these results we obtain theorems about interpolation of certain invariant subspaces, and then apply them to ίZ^-spaces. In particular we show that when A approximates in modulus and μ is any measure which is not a point-mass, H p (μ) interpolates only on sets of measure zero. (One sees that A interpolates only on sets of measure zero, so our original question has a trivial answer for these algebras.)
For uniformly closed weak-star Dirichlet algebras again the answer to our original question is affirmative. Finally we provide an example of an algebra which interpolates such that H°°(μ) interpolates and the H p (μ) do not interpolate for 1 ^ p < oo. I am indebted to a paper of Glicksberg for those techniques which inspired the present effort. Below we show that these techniques apply to the L p situation and to other "similar" situations.
Glicksberg [3] has given necessary and sufficient conditions for interpolation of a closed subspace of C(X).
We show here that analogous theorems hold for subspaces of L P (X).
Let The statement of the above theorem is slightly more general than those of other similar theorems appearing the literature. The proof is virtually the same as that in [3] albeit in a more general setting. See also [2] . The next corollary follows as in [3] . COROLLARY This shows the "only if" part of (ii). For the "if" part of (ii) we shall use a concavity property of the #-norm; namely, if a, β ^ 0,
L , and applying (2) to g shows that (S\F)
Thus we need only show that S\F is closed.
a,β and α: + β ^ 1. Now choose n so that c/w + c 2 /n ^ 1 and let a -/3 = c 2 /n. Then after applying (2) . Thus setting & = n/c gives SIJP is closed and thus S\F= L P (F) . The latter part of the conclusion is clear from the above arguments.
and he S 1 we have
\\ g -S^\\ q^ \\g -S-\F\\ q = \\g -(S\Fy\\ q
and (1) applies.
2* Restrictions of invariant subspaces* Let X be a topological space and μ a positive measure on X. Throughout this section A will be a subalgebra of L"(μ) f and S will be a closed subspace of L P (X) for some 1 ^ p < oo. We assume that S is invariant under multiplication by elements of A. A separates in modulus (SM) if V e > 0, E, F disjoint closed sets in X, 3 /GA such that \f\ <e a.e., on E and 11 -|/|| < e a.e., on F. Call / a separating function. If A is weak-star-Dirichlet [7] then A may not even be BSM, but H°° must be BSMI because log V = L2 where V is the set of invertible elements in H°°. This includes the case where μ is a unique representing measure on X, or more generally, is "minimal" in the sense of [7, pg. 238] . Thus BSM, etc., "localize" the separation properties to the support of the measure in question. 
We can assume that the K n are monotone. Suppose M is the bounding constant for the separating functions in A. Find keA such that || k | | co ^ M and || k \ -11 < ε on K n and | k \ < ε on V' n a.e. Using the above theorem we also encounter the following phenomenon which is different from that which usually occurs in the function algebra setting. COROLLARY 
Let F be a closed subset of X, and let A be BSMI. Then S\F is closed in L P (F) =>S\F' is closed in L V {F'). In particular this happens if A is logmodular.
Proof. Let g e S 1 . Then g\Fe(S\ F) 1 . Hence
so S\F' is closed. The above is explained by the following "splitting lemma" which was pointed out to me by K.B. Laursen. 3* Interpolation of iP-spaces and function algebras* Throughout this section unless it is otherwise stated, we assume that A is a function algebra on a compact space X, μ is a representing measure for A which is not a point-mass and I is the corresponding maximal ideal. PROPOSITION Proof. Suppose H p interpolates on a set F of positive measure. We may assume that F is closed. Since μ is assumed to not be a point-mass F r has positive measure. We can therefore choose K n compact and monotone in F' so that μ(K n ) -* μ{F f ). Find f n in I which are uniformly bounded such that 11 /»| -1 | < 1/n on F and |/n| < l/n on K n . This contradicts 1.3 (ii) .
We wish to study the relation between interpolation of the algebra A and its associated iP-spaces. As was pointed out in the introduction, if A approximates in modulus then the situation is trivial. For if F is a closed set on which A interpolates then because F is an intersect of peak sets, we must have that μ(F) = 0 by the dominated convergence theorem. REMARKS. Both 3.3 and 3.5 hold because F is an intersect of peak sets. By the above it is easy to construct examples in which the H p spaces interpolate on sets of positive measure (where μ is not a representing measure). For another example, let A be the disk algebra on the unit disk, and let μ -1/2 dθ + 1/2 d Q where δ 0 is the poin-mass at 0. As yet we have boon unable to construct examples which are not of this discrete type when μ is a represeting measure.
We now construct examples in which the algebra and H°° interpolate but in which none of the iP-spaces, 1 ^ p < co, interpolate. Let {r n } be a nonnegative interpolating sequence in the open unit disk converging to 1. Then F -{rJ (J {1} is an interpolating sequence for the disk algebra on the unit disk [6] . Let μ n be the Poisson measures for r n on the unit circle. Choose a sequence a n ^ 0 such that Σ~=i oc n μ n <lj2dθ (*). Consider the positive measure μ = Σ?=i a n(δ n -£θ + dθ where δ n is the point-mass at r n . Then μ represents 0 for the disk algebra and we claim that H°° ( 
so that 3 c 9 : the growth condition \f(r n ) \ p g c(l + r Λ )/(l -r n ) is satisfied. Thus if we choose a (nonnegative) sequence {x n } such that xζ(l -r n )/(l + O -> oo and such that Σxζ(l + r % )aj(l -r n ) < oo, we obtain an element of L p (μ F ) which is not the restriction of a function from H p (dμ) . Such a sequence can be found for example by finding β n ^ 0 to satisfy (*) and setting a n = βl and x n = {β n )~U p . Since iJ°° interpolates on JF, we see that H°°(dμ) interpolates on F by 3.6.
Thus one may ask for conditions that will force interpolation of iP-spaces to follow from interpolation of the algebra. The following is one such condition. THEOREM 
